SUMMARY This letter proposes a new face sketch recognition method. Given a query sketch and face photos in a database, the proposed method first synthesizes pseudo sketches by computing the locality sensitive histogram and dense illumination invariant features from the resized face photos, then extracts discriminative features by computing histogram of averaged oriented gradients on the query sketch and pseudo sketches, and finally find a match with the shortest cosine distance in the feature space. It achieves accuracy comparable to the state-of-the-art while showing much more robustness than the existing face sketch recognition methods. key words: face sketch recognition, photo-sketch matching, locality sensitive histogram, histogram of averaged oriented gradients
Introduction
Face sketch recognition plays an important role in law enforcement. It enables to retrieve a suspect photo from the police mugshot databases using a sketch drawing (usually drawn by a forensic artist according to an eyewitness's or victim's verbal description) and recognize the suspect's identity. The major challenge of face sketch recognition is matching images of different modalities, i.e., the sketch drawings have different texture from photos [9] and limited details (because the eyewitness or victim cannot perfectly remember and verbally describe the suspect's face).
Existing face sketch recognition methods can be classified into two categories: intra-modality and inter-modality approaches [2] - [4] . Intra-modality approaches deploy a preprocessing step that synthesizes pseudo sketch from input photo and perform face sketch recognition in the same modality [2] , [3] , [7] . In contrast, inter-modality approaches try to extract more discriminative and modality-invariant features (such as histogram of gradients (HOG) [1] ) from input sketch and photo and match them [2] - [4] .
The performance of inter-modality approaches is entirely determined by the feature extraction method. However, there is a limit to reducing the modality difference via feature extraction. In fact, most common features were not originally designed to address the problem of modality difference. Therefore, in general, inter-modality approaches are less robust or less accurate, thus has been less explored than intra-modality ones. In the intra-modality approaches, pseudo sketches can be synthesized by various effective algorithms [2] , [7] . However, there is a risk that imperfect synthesis can lead to poor recognition, even worse than directly matching the original input photo and sketch. Therefore, it is not recommended to use each approach alone and it is much more effective to combine two approaches [2] . A recent study attempted to combine the intra-modality and inter-modality approaches [7] . It first transformed input photo into pseudo sketch via a series of image processing (IP) algorithms (including contrast enhancement, morphological operations, and adaptive thresholding). Then, it used a HOG-PCA matching to further reduce the remaining modality difference between real sketch and synthesized pseudo sketch. In result, it achieved the highest recognition accuracy on experiments with the CUHK [8] and AR [6] face sketch databases. However, the contrast enhancement can amplify image noise. In addition, the adaptive histogram-based thresholding is strongly influenced by skin tone, hair color, or background appearance. Unlike described in [7] , the histogram of a face photo often fails to have two separate peaks. These may cause a decrease in accuracy.
In this letter, we propose a new face sketch recognition method that also initially synthesizes pseudo sketches from face photos. However, it does not focuses on synthesizing more visually-plausible sketches but those that well preserve salient facial features and hair texture. Then, it tries to extract more discriminative features from real and pseudo sketches and matching them in a robust manner.
Proposed Method
The proposed method first resizes the input photos and sketches to 128 × 128 as in [7] . It has an effect of reducing the processing time without loss in accuracy. Then, it tries to synthesize pseudo sketches from input photos as the intra-modality approaches do, and then match a query face sketch with the pseudo sketches by extracting promising features from them as the inter-modality approaches do. The pseudo sketches are obtained by computing the locality sensitive histograms (LSH) and the dense illumination invariant features (IIF) from input photos [5] * * . This is be- cause the image transformation via LSH and IIF tends to well catch/preserve the image structure and strong texture from input photos as the artist does, while eliminating fine texture that mainly causes the modality gap between face sketches and photos [3] , [4] . Besides, the image transformation via LSH and IIF is robust to noise and illumination change in input photos. This is the main reason why the proposed method can be more robust than the existing face sketch recognition methods. However, the synthesized pseudo sketches may not look like artistic sketches (see some examples in Fig. 1 ). In fact, we do not focus on synthesizing visually-plausible pseudo sketches but recognitiondedicated ones. Then, the sketch matching is performed by computing the cosine distance between the feature vectors that are obtained by computing histograms of averaged oriented gradients (HAOG) [3] on the query sketch and pseudo sketches. This is because HOG can characterize the local object appearance and shape robustly against geometrical distortion, and HAOG is a variant of HOG but more robust against modality difference than HOG [3] . Regarding the distance metric, we will investigate three common distance metrics and show why we selected the cosine one in Sect. 3. Finally, a match with the shortest distance in the feature space is found. The process flow of the proposed method is shown in Fig. 2 .
Experimental Results and Discussion
In order to demonstrate the accuracy and robustness of the proposed method, we conducted two different experiments with the CUHK and AR face sketch database. The first experiment was designed to analyze the accuracy of the proposed method with different feature extraction and matching methods and compare it with those of other face sketch recognition methods including HAOG [3] (showing a promising performance among the inter-modality approaches), MRF-based pseudo sketch synthesis + RS-LDA [8] , and IP-based pseudo sketch synthesis + HOG-PCA [7] . For the MRF-based sketch synthesis [8] , we used the leave-one-out strategy in the CUHK database, i.e., each time one face is selected for testing (= synthesizing its pseudo sketch) and the remaining ones are used for training. In the AR database, a quarter of faces were used for testing and the remaining ones for training. If facial features are not well-aligned across different faces, the synthesis results get messy around the mis-aligned features. In practice, it is difficult to align all facial features and this caused a decrease in recognition accuracy. As shown in Table 1 , the recognition rate of using the MRF-based sketch synthesis was worse than that of using HAOG without sketch synthesis in the AR database. Among the existing methods, the recognition rate of using IP-based sketch synthesis with HOG-PCA was the highest in both the databases.
In case of the proposed method, the recognition rate depended on the feature extraction and matching methods. We tested two HOG-related feature extraction methods (HOG and HAOG) and three common distance metrics (Euclidean, chi-square, and cosine). As shown in Table 2 , the recognition rate of the proposed method with HAOG was higher than that with HOG for all the distance metrics, and the recognition rate with chi-square or cosine distance metric was higher than that with Euclidean distance metric. The recognition of the proposed method with HAOG and chisquare (or cosine) distance was comparable to that of the state-of-the-art using IP-based sketch synthesis with HOG-PCA [7] . Specifically, the recognition rates of both methods were the same in the female images of both databases, and the recognition rate of the proposed method was lower in the male images of CUHK database but slightly higher in the male images of AR database.
The methods of using HOG-related features, i.e., [3] , [7] and the proposed method, are inherently robust to illumination change or geometric distortion. So, we evaluated their robustness against image noise in the second experiment. Gaussian noise with zero mean and different standard deviations (stdev.) was added to the face photos (see some examples in Fig. 3 ) and then the recognition rate of each HOGrelated method was measured.
As shown in Table 3 and Fig. 4 , the recognition rates of all the HOG-related methods has dropped as expected. However, the drop was much more serious in the HAOG method [3] than in the other methods with sketch synthesis. In case of the state-of-the-art [7] , it seems that the IP-based sketch synthesis method managed to reduce the noise with a help of PCA, thus maintain the high recognition rates against weak noise and against even strong noise in the AR database. However, the contrast enhancement, which is a sub-process of the sketch synthesis method, had a negative effect of amplifying the noise, thus the recognition rates linearly dropped by the increase of noise in the CUHK database. In case of the proposed method, the sketch synthesis based on LSH and IIF could effectively suppress the noise (considered as fine texture) but the tolerance to noise was dependent on the distance metric. The cosine distance metric had a strong tolerance and thus the proposed method with it had little change in recognition rate as shown in Fig. 4 . The proposed method with the cosine distance metric was more robust than the state-of-the-art [7] , especially in the CUHK database.
In addition, we evaluated the processing time of each face sketch recognition method. For each method, a C++ program was implemented and the times elapsed for its main processes were measured on a laptop computer (CPU: i7-4700HQ 2.4GHz, RAM: 16GB RAM, OS: Windows 10 Home). The additional sketch synthesis requires more processing time but was not time-consuming with the reduced [7] 0.013 MRF-based pseudo sketch synthesis in [8] 156 (128 × 128) images. The proposed sketch synthesis method based on the LSH and IIF computation was as computationally efficient as the simple IP-based one. For the MRF-based sketch synthesis, we used the Matlab code provided by the authors [10], so its processing time was too long. However, since the greedy approach itself is time-consuming, its C++ code would not be expected to be run as quickly as the other sketch synthesis methods. Consequently, the proposed method worked at the similar speed to the stateof-the-art [7] consisting of the IP-based pseudo sketch synthesis and the HOG computation in the reduced resolution, but at half the speed of the HAOG method [3] that only performs the HAOG computation in the original resolution (200 × 250).
Conclusion
This letter proposed a face sketch recognition method that combines the intra-modality and inter-modality approaches. The proposed method synthesized pseudo sketches by computing LSH and IIF from reduced input photos. Then, it extracted HAOG features from a query sketch and the pseudo sketches and computed the cosine distance between the features to find a photo match. The pseudo sketch synthesis method could effectively reduce the modality gap between photos and sketches by suppressing fine texture including image noise. Also, the cosine distance metric had a strong tolerance to noise. Consequently, the proposed method had an accuracy comparable to the state-of-the-art and more robustness against Gaussian image noise. In addition, the computational complexity of the proposed sketch synthesis method was low and similar to that of the state-of-the-art based on simple arithmetic and morphological image processing operations.
In near future, we plan to analyze the performance of the proposed method with more face sketch pairs of different conditions.
